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arCHiteCture  
as tHe totaL struCture

arCHiteKtura  
JaKo struKtura totaLna

A b s t r a c t
the article reflects on the two architects who played a significant role in building a unique 
architectural and urban imagination on the world-wide panorama of contemporary architecture. 
the author refers to the argentinian architect amancio williams (1913–1989) and his design 
of Casa del Puente in mar del Plata and the “umbrellas” – special thin shell structures – and to 
the italian-argentinian architect Clorindo testa (1923–2013) and his two most representative 
works, both built in Buenos aires, the Bank of London and south america and the national 
Library. the works are analysed according to themes that refer to concrete architecture and 
its possible linguistic and constructive declinations. Particularly to the meaning of form in the 
function of the structural-material component, and to the laws governing the relationship be-
tween static solids and architectural solutions.
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S t r e s z c z e n i e
tekst odnosi się do twórczość dwóch architektów, którzy odegrali znaczącą rolę w bu-
dowaniu unikalnej architektonicznej i urbanistycznej formy w architekturze współczes-
nej. autor opisuje prace argentyńskiego architekta amanso williamsa (1913–1989); jego 
projekty Casa del Puente w mar del Plata i „umbrellas”, a także włosko-argentyńskiego 
architekta Clorindo testa (1923–2013) i jego dwa najbardziej reprezentatywne prace: Bank 
of London i London and south america and the national Library. Prace analizowane są 
według tematów odnoszących się do architektury betonowej i jej możliwych językowych 
i konstrukcyjnych odmian. zwłaszcza w odniesieniu do znaczenia formy w funkcji skład-
nika strukturalno-materialnego i prawa regulującego związek między materiałem a rozwią-
zaniami architektonicznymi.

Słowa kluczowe: Amancio Williams, Clorindo Testa
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1.  Foreword

the theme of the seminar organized this year at the international architectural Conference 
of the Cracow university of technology gives the author the opportunity to reflect on two 
particular figures of international architecture that have played a significant role in building 
a unique architectural and urban imagination in a global panorama of contemporary architec-
ture. the author refers to the argentinian architect amancio williams (1913–1989) and his 
design of Casa del Puente in mar del Plata and the “umbrellas” – special thin shell structures 
– and to the italian-argentinian architect Clorindo testa (1923–2013) and his two most rep-
resentative works, both built in Buenos aires, the Bank of London and south america and 
the national Library.

2.  Amancio Williams, the engineer’s aesthetics, the architect’s style

it may seem easy enough, at first, to place the work of the argentinian architect, amancio 
williams, in the crucible of that small bunch of visionaries and particularly singular innova-
tors of modern european architecture who contributed actively but, in a way, peripherally and 
intermittently to the construction of the twentieth-century architectural culture and thought. 
on the other hand, one must recognize their strong radicality; an affinity of spirit and creative 
thought, a declared constructional indole of what we could call an expressive rationality of 
architectural-technical matrix that made each of them in his own way and each pursuing his 
own vocation, unique in the cultural landscape of modern architecture.

these affinities can be perceived as a reflection of the many projects and the few accom-
plishments that amancio williams produced when compared with the works of some bril-
liant innovators and builder masters like Konrad wachsmann and Jean Prouvé or elementary 
visionaries such as Frederick Kiesler or mart stam. what still connects them is the strong 
attachment to an extreme view of architecture, extremely technical, for some unreasonably 
functionalist, which in any case does not share anything either with the formalist post-Le 
Corbusier language and its epigones or with technical fetishism, being all about technical 
innovation and tout court technology.

the particular preference for the clarity of expression and the constructive rigour found in 
amancio williams’ projects, which closely resembles the principles of mies van der rohe’s 
works, as well as the deep and sincere admiration from Le Corbusier, later shared uncondi-
tionally by max Bill in the appreciation of the plastic and spatial solutions of his structures/
architecture, place him at the highest levels of 20th century architecture.

Being a pioneer and a forerunner of the new architecture, almost all of his designs have 
remained unconstructed, but the theoretical contribution of his work was particularly rel-
evant, affecting the image and taste of the radical – rioplatense – architecture despite the 
smallness of the buildings, which coincided intimately with its poetic and stylistic figures.

unlike such architects as mario roberto alvarez, the same age, or Clorindo testa, ten 
years younger – one of the few who has worked out aspects and reflections of his design 
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heritage, especially in his early works (e.g. the Bank of London and south america and 
the national Library in Buenos aires) – amancio williams has always been considered 
a visionary architect with many innovative designs for his time but without built works. 
He was a visionary and idealistic poet with the pragmatism of the builder and the aware-
ness of the technique’s role in architectural construction. the need for deep knowledge 
of technique will lead him to have a great respect for the role and work of the architect, 
according to the classic concept of a master, universal man, constantly projected towards 
the new.

amongst his theoretical projects, which remained on paper only, the House on the 
Brook – also known as the Bridge House – makes an exception. Designed and built for his 
father, the famous musician alberto williams, between 1943 and 1945 in mar del Plata, 
it is perhaps his only fully completed work. the revolutionary architecture, conceived as 
a single three-dimensional, box-shaped structure that reminds of robert maillart’s bridges 
from the 1930s, and rises high above the ground in the Corbusieran way. owing to its 
technical elements and figurative solutions, it is one of the masterpieces of 20th century 
architecture, such as Le Corbusier’s villa savoye (1929) or mies van der rohe’s House 
tugendhat (1930).

Presenting the works of manteola, sánchez gómez, santos solsona and viñoly on 
Casabella (1981), Kenneth Frampton speaks about the “architectural setting of Buenos aires, 
which despite all its european connections, has long shown its particular taste whose over-
whelming mega-form or rooted residential typology is the basis of an extremely powerful 
form. of course i am referring to the tradition created by the enigmatic figure of amancio 
williams; a gifted designer whose influence was completely disproportionate compared to 
his limited production.” it was a “disproportionate influence”, but Frampton himself admits it 
has proved to be the source of insights and fundamentals to younger generations: a lesson in 
style and a sense of being rooted in a geographic context and a unique natural landscape (that 
of argentinian Pampas), which has been able to bring amancio williams’ personal research 
into a paradigmatic language.

identity and a strong sense of belonging to the nature of his country were the two funda-
mental aspects of his poetics, constantly present throughout his experience of both work and 
theoretical reflections, exercised by amancio williams also through his past as aviator and 
photographer.

the theme of the relationship between structure and poetics will be a constant of his 
work, and the use of pure geometric forms will dominate the structural choices of architec-
tural design. the integration of several aspects brought to a single value will lead to a new 
vision of amancio williams’ architecture, which will be explained in some significant and 
paradigmatic works.

the House on the Brook in mar del Plata, built between 1943 and 1945, is located, as 
mentioned, in the modern tradition but with a particular stylistic declination revealing the 
value of the work outside of the modern schemes. ultimately, it rests on the ground only in 
two extreme points.
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ill. 1. “umbrellas”, amancio williams
ill. 2. Banco de Londres y américa del sur, Clorindo testa
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the same thing happens, for example, with the studies for the design of thin shell struc-
tures, the so-called “umbrellas” made between 1951 and 1966. two projects designed in 
accordance with the interpretative idea of architecture that is to be liberated from the ground 
and is ready to levitate simply upwards as if it were a natural movement of earthly things.

this attitude is in continuity – albeit with different characters which will be discussed 
after the detail analysis of Clorindo testa’s creative work – with some of Le Corbusier’s 
previous and contemporary ideas, starting with, for example, the project for the Liège exhi-
bition from 1939, which was later reformulated in the exhibition pavilion of Port maillot in 
Paris in 1950, and then further refined and detailed in the project for the ahremberg Palace in 
stockholm in 1962 and finally built in zurich in 1964 as the maison de l’Homme. the experi-
ence ends with the most controversial project of this research, namely with the proposal for 
a Hospital in venice, perhaps its most extreme work.

starting from these two very different works, we see an attempt at interpreting architec-
tural space, in the first case through the theme of the bridge house on the brook, in the second 
case encoded in a thin 5 centimetre-thick concrete element, repeated and supported by a sin-
gle central column completely separating the cover from any soil contamination, a sort of 
a free section resembling Le Corbusier’s plan libre, and focusing on the principle of the great 
cover that dominates everything and covers everything.

3.  Clorindo Testa. Architecture-Sculpture1

the Banco de Londres y américa del sur (1959) and the Biblioteca nacional de Buenos 
aires (1962) are the two recognized masterpieces of the architecture of Clorindo testa. these 
two works are in a way part of the so-called brutalist tradition of the international architec-
ture of the sixties, but with a distinct peculiarity that distinguishes them from contemporary 
projects, starting from the béton brut’s Corbusieran experience.

one can recognize the work of Clorindo testa from the power to regenerate itself con-
tinuously, transplanting european cultural traditions in the urban pattern of the city of Buenos 
aires, the settlement rules of the Hispano-american Quadricula with new and astonishing spa-
tial complexities. it is the manifestation of poetics resulting from the overflowing creativity of 
the artist, the result of an extraordinary plastic capacity in shaping the architectural form.

in this sense, the architectural work of Clorindo testa is not to be kept separated from 
its equally significant work as a painter and sculptor, which has made him a unique case in 
the argentinian contemporary art scene, with an autonomy in the linguistic and figurative 
expression that he could emancipate both from postmodern fashion and from the legacy of 
a regionalist modernism.

Putting aside the modernist styles, many of them from Le Corbusier, such as the façade 
solutions of the administrative building of santa rosa de La Pampa Civic Centre from 1956, 

1 Part of this essay was published in Architettura del Novecento, Turin 2013.
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ill. 3–4. national Library, Clorindo testa
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where the use of brise soleil in façade solutions is prevailing, these two works are identified 
for constructional choices and structural solutions that, far from being conventional, are still 
highly innovative today, further enriched and declined in the particular relationship they 
establish with the context, whether it be the foundation city, as in the case of the Banco de 
Londres y américa del sur, or large green areas of an unfinished urban system such as the 
Biblioteca nacional de Buenos aires.

the Banco de Londres y américa del sur building was the result of a private competition 
launched in 1959; built between 1960 and 1966, according to the design of Clorindo testa 
together with santiago sanchez elia, Federico Peralta ramos and alfredo agostini, it is 
located in the heart of the financial micro-city of Buenos aires, built on a corner lot of one 
of manzanes in the central area of   the foundation city, close to the metropolitan cathedral. 
today it is considered a milestone of argentinian architecture.

the perforated silhouette of the monumental system of the Banco develops at an area of 
about 50x90 metres at a height of 30 metres, up to the technical roofing, and the construc-
tional principle for its implementation is intrinsic to the testian concept of “architecture as 
the total structure.” the expressive possibilities of reinforced concrete are shown in this 
project in all the plastic potential of the raw material: both in the geometric-structural logic 
of construction and in the formal design of each architectural element. the façade geometry, 
as well as the plastic shape of the columns, faithfully resembles the modulation of interior 
design elements, consistent with the general logic of the large structural envelope of rein-
forced concrete.

in a few sketches, Clorindo testa gives us the overall idea of the project, both from 
a typological point of view, its functional-distributive relationships, and the clear interre-
lationship between the interior and the exterior. the building is basically divided into three 
superimposed parts, with a central area open to the public, while the upper and lower parts 
are for private use and services.

the interior space is conceived as a large covered square supported by a single large ar-
moured concrete enclosure, within which there is a space that sometimes offers “Piranesian” 
views, animated by architectural episodes and overlapping top floors; the first two supported 
by large double t pillars, the other three suspended at the roofing ribbed by steel tensors. the 
five floors are completely free from the sidewalls and connected to the central lifts by flying 
bridges. the sixth floor, located above the support deck, at the height of 27 metres, acts as 
a service plan for bank employees and officers. there is the meeting room, two dining rooms, 
kitchens and a large garden terrace for relaxing.

the urban significance of construction is given by the relationship that the envelope 
establishes with the road and with the corner solution, in the image of the building that 
does not seek mediation with the academic language of the neighbouring bank buildings, 
but whose transparent concrete arched texture of the façade reveals the general vision of 
the city life, producing a continuous play of reflections and transparency, between the 
glass walls supported by a thin aluminium structure that embodies the workplaces which 
separate them from the loud space of the street. near the corner of the block, the façade is 
interrupted, and the cement screen remains suspended in the void, indicating a monumental 
entrance to the bank.

in the Biblioteca nacional de Buenos aires of 1962, which is a project conceived shortly 
after the competition for the Banco de Londres and america del sur, a new astonishing 
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composition of urban space is created, with as much stylistic force and without contextual 
mediations.

Compared to the character of the bank’s building, which is elegantly shaped according 
to the principle of settlement of the founding city, the library named after mariano moreno, 
named in honour of the founder of the first Public Library inaugurated in 1810, appears as 
a stranger object, an apparition, which is placed in spatial discontinuity with the urban frame 
of adjacent residential buildings.

although the design process was long and complex, started and interrupted several times 
between 1971 and 1992 until the official inauguration in 1993 and the opening only in 1995, 
the project has retained all the characteristics that made it representative of the sixties, that is 
an era still tied to an idea of   public building – for some hieratic and solemn in its construc-
tional and volumetric-monumental lines but still an expression of a strong architecture plastic 
impact today.

the project, drawn up with the architects Francisco Bullrich and alicia Cazzaniga, is 
part of Le Corbusier’s postulate of freeing the ground level by raising the building volume 
and establishing a pedestrian and visual continuity with the surrounding. the theme from 
which the project moves is to get a large covered public square, in continuity with the urban 
park, through an architecture half-excavated-in and half-raised-from the ground. this design 
choice was due to the will to preserve the park and to allow library users to contemplate the 
river and the urban landscape in the distance from the reading rooms on the upper floors. the 
volume of the library would become the scenic and conclusive backdrop of the rubén Dario 
Square.

still, most of the library’s surface is in the underground. indeed, in the four underground 
floors, the deepest one being left for future acquisitions, there are the main book storage 
areas, staff entries and bibliographic material, book repair and restoration workshops, micro-
films and technical services, as well as the main newspapers reading hall, directly accessible 
from the park through wide pedestrian ramps linked to the main roads. 

Choosing to leave the mass of unused and heavier books in the underground basement of 
the building has made it possible to produce an extraordinary project, raising the auditorium 
into the air, placing the reading rooms, exhibition halls, etc. at the highest point. 

Looking at the library from the side of the auditorium’s bulk, the library seems to evoke 
a large prehistoric animal, a glyptodont, transforming itself according to varying views and 
urban frameworks. the tremendous volume that emerges from the ground has a total weight 
of around 8,000 tons – and is supported by four hollow columns called “manos y patas” 
where one can find escalators and elevators.

the four struts support two main structural floors, the first at the height of 16.49 metres, 
and the second at the height of 32.40 metres from the square below. these main structural 
floors, in turn, support with the use of tensors a second system of hanging floors, the inter-
mediate floors. Below the first floor – containing the so-called special rooms with their cata-
loguing centres and the reserved reading rooms – are located the first two intermediate floors. 
Here one can find the auditorium for up to 3,000 people, the exhibition hall, the management 
offices and the cafeteria with its terrace. on the second floor, over the intermediate floors, 
linked by a long ramp, there are the general consulting rooms and the main reading rooms.

some particular detail solutions help make this body elegant and polished in its power-
ful size and make it feel light and measured. one example is the subtle “davantino” placed 
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around the upper glass pane of the reading rooms, a sort of reinforced concrete “chest” with 
the thickness and the visual weight of a folded sheet of paper.

the solution of the suspended building has allowed to maintain the visual continuity of 
the ground with the surrounding landscape and at the same time to create the covered square 
with the hall and the main access to the library.

it is the space of the city that, in the library, as it has been recognized in the bank’s project, 
has a particular compositional value. although these projects belong to the period of the so-
called first Clorindo testa’s maturity, that is they are somehow still linked to the postulates of 
the Corbusieran matrix and to the strongly expressive concepts of totalist architecture, they 
are the prodromes of that creative and overwhelming vitality that one will find expressed in 
many of the following projects.


